Construction and performance of plug-in membrane inlet mass spectrometer for fermentor monitoring.
An in situ sterilizable plug-in membrane inlet mass spectrometer for monitoring dissolved gases and volatiles in fermentors was constructed and tested. The design ensured a minimal distance to be traveled by analyte molecules from the bulk of the fermentation broth to the ionization chamber of the mass spectrometer. Apart from the specific cross talk due to overlapping mass peaks from different compounds, we found that carbon dioxide interfered unspecifically with all the mass peaks of other substances, changing them by the same factor. The interference changed slowly with time and could be positive or negative depending on the history of the mass spectrometer. Also, the general sensitivity of the instrument changed slowly with time. These effects can be neglected or corrected for empirically in short-term measurements. When the fermentor was aerated with a three-component gas mixture including carbon dioxide, a rapid change in the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the gas mixture gave rise to a transient in the signal of a gas whose partial pressure was kept constant. This effect revealed a transient change in the composition of the gas mixture in the bubbles caused by net import or export of carbon dioxide during equilibration with the new gas mixture. An experimental method to determine the effective partial pressures of gases in the bubbles during steady-state transport of carbon dioxide was designed. The plug-in membrane inlet mass spectrometer was tried as a probe for oxygen and ethanol in an oxystatic culture of the yeast Pichia stipitis. We found that it was possible to keep a steady-state concentration of as little as 0.5 microM throughout the lifetime of the culture. (c) 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Biotechnol Bioeng 54: 535-542, 1997.